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Abstract

There is currently great interest in S-nitrosothiols (RSNOs) because formation of protein-based RSNOs—
protein S-nitrosation—has been recently recognized as a major pathway of the biological function of nitric oxide,
NO. Despite the growing number of S-nitrosated proteins identified in vivo, enzymatic processes that control
reactions of biological RSNOs are still not well understood. In this article, we use a range of models to
computationally demonstrate that specific interactions of RSNOs with charged and polar residues in proteins can
result in dramatic modification of RSNO structure, stability, and reactivity. This unprecedented sensitivity of the
−SNO group toward interactions with charged species is related to their unusual electronic structure that can be
elegantly expressed in terms of antagonistic resonance structures. We propose a ‘ligand effect map’ (LEM)
approach as an efficient way to estimate the environment effects on the −SNO groups in proteins without
performing electronic structure calculations. Furthermore, the calculated 15N NMR signatures of these specific
interactions suggest that 15N NMR spectroscopy can be an effective technique to identify and study these
interactions experimentally. Overall, the results of this study suggest that RSNO reactions in vivo should be
tightly controlled by the protein environment via modulation of the RSNO electronic structure.

Introduction
S-Nitrosothiols (RSNOs) have attracted significant attention in chemistry and life sciences due to their role in
storage, transport, and biological function of nitric oxide NO in living organisms.(1-4) Biological RSNOs are
usually S-nitrosated cysteine residues (CysNO) in small peptides or proteins, although the smallest, hydrogensubstituted S-nitrosothiol HSNO has recently been proposed as an important player in NO-related biochemical
processes.(5) Reversible S-nitrosation of protein cysteine residues(6) has emerged as an important posttranslational modification across a wide variety of living organisms, from bacteria to mammals,(3, 7-15) that has
been implicated in regulating enzymatic activity, subcellular localization, protein–protein interactions, and
protein stability.(16, 17) More than 1000 proteins have been already identified to undergo S-nitrosation in
vivo,(18, 19) likely via reactions with nitrogen oxides NOx, dinitrosyl iron complexes, or other S-nitrosated
proteins or small-molecular weight RSNOs.(5, 11, 16, 20, 21) However, despite considerable research effort,
there are significant gaps in understanding the biological chemistry of RSNOs and the mechanisms of protein
control of their stability and reactivity.
For instance, RSNOs demonstrate dual reactivity in biologically important reactions with thiols that involve a
nucleophilic attack by thiol at either the N or the S atom of the −SNO group. The N-directed reaction leads to
NO+ exchange—trans-S-nitrosation,(1) while the S-directed reaction—S-thiolation—yields a disulfide and
HNO.(22-24) The former reaction is a major pathway of selective protein S-nitrosation in vivo, while the latter
may lead to another important post-translational modification of proteins, S-glutathionylation,(25) and
production of a powerful biological signaling agent nitroxyl HNO.(26, 27) The mechanisms determining the high
selectivity of trans-S-nitrosation(28-35) in vivo are still not clear,(36) and the RSNO S-thiolation in vivo is yet to
be conclusively demonstrated.

In general, the properties of the −SNO group in RSNOs are rather contradictory: although the S–N bond is
elongated (∼1.8 Å) and weak (bond dissociation energy, BDES–N ≈ 25 – 30 kcal/mol),(37-40) the rotation around
this bond in not free, as RSNOs have cis and trans conformers separated by a substantial (≥10 kcal/mol)
interconversion barrier, which suggests a partial S═N double-bond character.(38, 41, 42) Moreover,
complexation with transition metal ions significantly changes the properties of the −SNO group, e.g., Scoordination of Cu+ ions greatly destabilizes RSNOs,(43, 44) which leads to efficient RSNO decomposition,(1, 43,
45) whereas N- and O-coordination of metal ions greatly stabilizes even very unstable RSNOs.(44, 46-48) In fact,
similar effects can be achieved by coordination of any Lewis acid (LA) to the S, N, or O atoms of the −SNO
group.(48, 49) These puzzling properties of the S–N bonding in RSNOs as well as analysis of the computational
data(39, 40) point to a complex and an unusual electronic structure of these species.(50)
Recently,(48) we proposed that the complex RSNO electronic structure can be elegantly expressed by
representing the −SNO group in terms of three resonance contributions (Scheme 1). Combination of the
conventional resonance structure with a single S–N bond, S, and a zwitterionic structure with a double S–N
bond, D, can rationalize RSNO conformations and reactivity trends in substituted RSNOs,(51) and addition of a
no-bond ion-pair resonance structure I accounts for the weakness of the S–N
bond.(48) Importantly, D and I resonance structures are antagonistic, as they imply opposite bonding patterns
and formal charge distributions, and hence impart different stability and chemical reactivity to a RSNO
molecule. S-Coordination of a metal cation favors I over D due to electrostatic interactions with opposite formal
charges in the two structures, thus destabilizing the S–N bond. On the other hand, the formal charge
interactions in O- and N-coordinated complexes favor D over I, thus stabilizing the S–N bond.(48) The
antagonistic resonance structures D and I can coexist because the underlying orbital interactions, π-conjugation
for D and negative hyperconjugation for I,(48, 52) are mutually orthogonal as can be demonstrated using natural
bond orbital(53) (NBO) analysis (Figure 1). An extension of the NBO method, natural resonance theory(5356) (NRT) supports the resonance description of RSNOs (Scheme 1) and can be used to estimate the resonance
weights of the three structures.(48)
Scheme 1

Figure 1. Natural bond orbital interactions in cis-MeSNO: (a) π-Conjugation, n(S) → π*(N–O) and (b) negative
hyperconjugation, n(O) → σ*(S–N).
The antagonistic nature of the −SNO electronic structure also rationalizes the dual reactivity of RSNOs in
reactions with nucleophiles: nucleophilic attack at the N atom is favored by I, and nucleophilic attack at the S
atom is favored by D. In a recent experimental and computational investigation,(49) we demonstrated that a LA
coordination can selectively catalyze N- or S-directed nucleophilic attack by a water molecule by
promoting I or D, respectively. Therefore, it is possible that proteins can exert tight control over stability and
reactivity of bilolgical RSNOs by modulating the −SNO group electronic structure via specific interactions with

charged residues.(44, 48, 49) Unfortunately, there is practically no information about specific interactions of
−SNO groups in S-nitrosated proteins or protein–RSNO complexes, as very few X-ray structures of S-nitrosated
proteins are available(57-61) due to the lability of the S–N bond in RSNOs.
In this article, we report an extensive computational investigation of the effects of charged residues on the
properties of the −SNO group using truncated small-molecule and α-helix models that reveal a variety of specific
interactions that can play an important role in protein control of the reactions of biological RSNOs. Further, we
report calculated 15N NMR signatures of these specific interactions that can be used for their experimental
identification. We also propose a parametrized ligand effect map (LEM) technique to quickly estimate the
charged residue effects on −SNO groups in the protein environment.

Computational Methods
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed with the Gaussian 09 package.(62) Although the S–
N bond in RSNOs is a problematic case for computational methods,(39, 40) the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof hybrid
functional(63, 64) (PBE0) used here is able to reproduce the structure and stability of cis- and trans-HSNO in
close agreement with the results of high-level ab initio calculations extrapolated to the CCSDTQ/CBS
level(40) (Tables S1 and S2, Supporting Information). Double- and triple-ζ basis sets def2-SV(P) and def2-TZVPPD
by Weigend and Ahlrichs(65) with diffuse functions by Rappoport and Furche(66) were obtained from the EMSL
Basis Set Exchange Database.(67, 68) The def2-SV(P) basis set was further augmented by a tight d function at the
sulfur atom with ζ = 2.994,(69) and the resulting basis set is denoted as def2-SV(P)+d. A detailed discussion of
the basis set choice as well as the basis set superposition error (BSSE) effects is provided in the Supporting
Information. Solvent effects were included using the implicit integral equation formalism polarizable continuum
model(70) (IEF-PCM) with diethyl ether (ε = 4.24) parameters to mimic the protein environment(71) (see
Table 1 vs Table S11 and Table S12 vs Table S13, Supporting Information, for comparison of the gas-phase vs
solvent results).

Table 1. Properties of Truncated-Model CysNO Complexes with Charged and Polar Residues Calculated at the PCM-PBE0/def2-TZVPPD Level
X
S-nitrosated cysteine (CysNO) model
cis
trans
model of lysine coordinated to the X atom of CysNO
S
N
O
model of arginine coordinated to the X atom of CysNO
S
N
O
N and O
model of histidine coordinated by Nδ to the X atom of CysNO
S
N
O
model of histidine coordinated by Nε to the X atom of CysNO
S
N
O
model of aspartic/glutamic acid (anionic form) coordinated to
the X atom of CysNO
S
model of CysNO with S-coordinated Asp/Glu + O-coordinated
Lys cation
S and O
model of aspartic/glutamic acid (neutral form) coordinated to
the X atom of CysNO
S
N
O
model of asparagine/glutamine coordinated to the X atom of
CysNO

RS–N, Å

RN–O,Å

1.757
1.768

1.185
1.182

1.819
1.699
1.665

1.169
1.198
1.218

1.808
1.713
1.680
1.678

RX–Y, Åa

%D

%I

ΔASb

ΔHc

25
24

9
8

2.377
1.867
1.728

18
29
36

12
6
4

–10
7
16

1.171
1.195
1.212
1.209

2.589
2.023
1.924
2.060/1.963

20
34
36
34

12
5
5
5

1.805
1.708
1.674

1.173
1.196
1.214

2.469
1.900
1.780

20
28
34

1.810
1.703
1.673

1.171
1.703
1.673

2.418
1.905
1.776

1.712

1.202

1.645

1.786
1.715
1.704

BDESN

15

Nd

32.6
31.4

0
97

–1.5
–5.8
–6.6

29.2
36.9
39.7

–17
–39
29

–8
13
16
13

–0.6
–3.4
–4.1
–6.3

30.1
35.4
36.6
38.3

–19
–14
48
–13

13
8
5

–9
4
13

–1.0
–4.6
–5.3

29.8
36.4
38.3

–10
–29
33

20
31
35

13
8
7

–9
4
13

–1.0
–4.8
–5.4

29.6
36.6
38.4

–12
–28
28

2.877

29

6

7

–1.2

30.9

53

1.237

2.5821/1.596

41

3

23

1.178
1.195
1.201

2.435
1.898
1.944

21
27
26

11
74
6

–5
–2.8
4

29

–1.2
34.5
–1.53

30.5
–12

2
50

S
1.764
1.184
2.768 24 10
–2
–0.8
31.9
–5
N
1.736
1.190
2.219 27
8
3
0.6
–33.4
–46
O
1.731
1.193
2.137 28
8
4
–0.5
33.6
4
a
X = S, N, or O atom of the S-nitrosothiol group; Y = atom of the ligand closest to the SNO group: H for Lys, His, Arg, Asn/Gln, neutral Asp/Glu models, O
for anionic Asp/Glu.
b
ΔAS = (D – I) – (D – I)MeSNO.
c
Complexation enthalpy.
d
pcS-2 basis set used. Relative 15N chemical shift on the N atom of the S-nitrosothiol group, calculated as σN(cis-MeSNO) – σN; σN(cis-MeSNO) = −591.6
ppm.

Truncated small-molecule models were optimized with the PBE0/def2-TZVPPD and IEF-PCM solvation model, a
combination further referred to as PCM-PBE0/def2-TZVPPD, without any geometric constraints, followed by
harmonic frequency calculations. Minimum energy paths were calculated using the nudged elastic band (NEB)
technique,(72) as implemented in DL-FIND code(73) interfaced with Gaussian 09 via the ChemShell
package.(74) Ligand effect maps (LEMs) were created using a series of semiconstraint optimizations of a ligand–
MeSNO complex at the PBE0/def2-SV(P)+d level, with the central atom of the ligand fixed with respect to the S
atom and the C–S–N plane and the −SNO group geometry relaxed, as shown in Figure 10; a detailed description
of the procedure is given in the Supporting Information.
Hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics calculations of α-helix models were performed with the twolayer ONIOM(75) technique with inclusion of solvation effects (ONIOM-PCM/X)(76) using diethyl ether (ε = 4.24)
solvent parameters. The high-level layer treated with PBE0/def2-SV(P)+d included the charged residue and Snitrosated cysteine (CysNO) side chain atoms, and the molecular mechanics layer was treated with the Amber94
force field.(77) Force field parameters for the −SNO group were generated with the Antechamber tool(78) using
the general AMBER force field (GAFF)(79) and R.E.D.-vIII.4 program(80) to calculate atomic charges. Initial 18residue α-helix models composed of alaninie residues with a CysNO residue in the middle and one or two
charged residues (Lys, Arg, His, Asp, Glu) at ±1, ±3, and ±4 positions relative to CysNO were generated using an
in-house Python code based on the Molecular Modeling Toolkit (MMTK) library.(81)
Resonance structure weights were estimated with Natural Resonance Theory (NRT) analysis,(54-56) as
implemented in NBO 5.9 code.(82) For consistency, the same set of three reference(54) resonance structures
(Scheme 1) was used in all NRT calculations. The gauge-independent atomic orbital (GIAO) method(83) was
employed for 15N NMR shift calculations;(84) isotropic shielding constants were calculated using the PBE0
functional and polarization-consistent pcS-2 basis set by Jensen.(85)

Results and Discussion
Truncated-Model Calculations of S-Nitrosated Cysteine Interactions with Charged and
Polar Residues
We first examine the interactions between S-nitrosated cysteine, CysNO, with charged and polar protein
residues using minimalistic truncated models (Chart 1) without any geometric restraints that are likely to play a
role in proteins. As it is typical for primary RSNOs,(41, 42) the methyl-substituted CysNO model MeSNO
(Figure 3) is slightly (by 1.2 kcal/mol) more stable in the cis form. The geometries and resonance structure
weights of the cis and trans conformers are very similar (Table 1). In the following discussion, we focus on the cis
conformer, and generally similar results for the trans conformer are compiled in the Supporting Information.
Because the effects of RSNO complexation with charged residues would be significantly exaggerated in vacuum,
we use a polarizable continuum solvation model for a solvent with ε ≈ 4 to mimic the protein environment
throughout this study.

Chart 1. Truncated Models of Amino Acidsa

Chart aAtomic labeling with greek letters is used as in original amino acids.

CysNO Interactions with Protonated Basic Residues
The protonated lysine residue (Lys) model, MeNH3+, can form hydrogen-bonded complexes with all three atoms
of the −SNO group (Figure 4). The O- and N-coordinated complexes are similar in stability (complexation
enthalpies of −6.6 and −5.8 kcal/mol, respectively, Table 1), while the S-coordinated complex is much weaker
(−1.5 kcal/mol). In agreement with our previous results,(48, 86)O- and N-coordination modes lead to significant
changes of the −SNO group properties: the S–N bond shortens (by 0.1 and 0.05 Å, respectively) and becomes
stronger (the BDE increases by 7 and 4 kcal/mol) as the contribution of I decreases (by ∼5%) and the
contribution of D increases (by 11% and 4%, Table 1). On the other hand, S-coordination has an opposite effect,
leading to S–N bond elongation (by 0.05 Å) and weakening (by 3 kcal/mol) along with an increase in the
contribution of I (by 3%) and decrease in D (by 7%). These two opposite effects can be related to the increased
role of either D or I antagonistic resonance structures in the overall −SNO electronic structure and thus will be
referred to as D and I effects (Figure 2). The antagonistic nature of the D and I resonance structures means that
an increasing contribution from one structure always coincides with a decrease in the contribution from the
other, which leads to significant modification of the −SNO group geometry, stability, and reactivity.

Figure 2. Resonance description of Lewis acid (LA) effects on the electronic structure of RSNO. Electrostatic
interactions of a cation or electron-poor neutral LA with the formal charges in D and I antagonistic resonance
structures change the relative contributions of D and I into the overall RSNO electronic structure, leading to
significant modulation of the −SNO group geometry, stability, and reactivity, which can be summarized
as D and I effects.

Figure 3. Structures of (a) cis- and (b) trans-MeSNO.
Although the resonance weights of the two antagonistic structures provide a clear description of charged ligand
coordination effects on the −SNO group properties, a single numeric parameter representing the relative
balance between D and I would be more convenient. Here, we introduce the ΔAS parameter calculated as a
difference in the resonance weights of the two antagonistic structures (AS) for a given complex relative to the
unperturbed MeSNO molecule ∆AS = (𝐷% − 𝐼%) − (𝐷% − 𝐼%)𝑀𝑒SNO Positive values of ΔAS correspond
to D effect and negative to I effect. Thus, ΔAS = +16 indicates a strong D effect in the O-coordinated Lys model
complex, while the N-coordinated complex with ΔAS = +7 has a similar but weaker, D effect. The I effect in the Scoordinated complex is characterized by ΔAS = −10 (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Geometries of complexes of truncated Lys and CysNO models, coordinated at the S, N, or O atom.
We further investigated interconversions between S-, N-, and O-coordinated Lys–CysNO model complexes by
computing the minimum energy path (MEP) using the nudged elastic band (NEB) technique(72) (Figure 5).
Evolution of the resonance weights and especially the ΔAS parameter (Figure 5b and 5c) along the MEP highlights
a gradual switch from I effect to moderate and then strong D effect as the ligand migrates from the S to the O
atom of the −SNO group. The calculated energetic barrier for the transformation from S- to N-coordinated
complex estimated from MEP is ∼0.8 kcal/mol (Figure 5a), and the enthalpic barrier obtained from subsequent
transition structure calculation is even smaller, ΔH‡ ≈ 0.3 kcal/mol. The barrier between N- and O-coordinated
complexes estimated from MEP is slightly higher, ∼2.0 kcal/mol.(87) These small barriers cannot prevent rapid
interconversion between the S-, N-, and O-coordinated complexes that would result in formation of the most
energetically stable O-coordinated complex if there are no geometric restrictions on the interacting groups.
However, it is possible that less favorable N- and even S-coordinated complexes could be stabilized in protein
environment due to spatial restraints.

Figure 5. Minimum energy path connecting the S to N to O complex of cis-MeSNO and MeNH3+: (a) Interaction
energy relative to separated ligands; (b) resonance structure weights calculated using NRT; (c) ΔAS index
indicating a switch from D effect to I effect along the path from the S- to the N-coordinated complex.
The complexation effects of a protonated arginine residue (Arg) on the −SNO group are very similar to the lysine
model despite slightly lower (by ∼2 kcal/mol) binding energies (Table 1, Figure S2, Supporting Information). In
these complexes, Arg is predominantly coordinated to the −SNO group by one of the two charge-bearing
═NH2 groups, but a complex with simultaneous O- and N-coordination is also possible; although this complex is
∼2 kcal/mol stronger than the O-coordinated complex, the magnitude of the D effect is very similar in both
cases (Table 1). A protonated histidine (His) residue model can coordinate to the −SNO group with either Nδ–H
or Nε–H groups (Figure S3, Supporting Information); both modes of coordination have very similar effects and
follow the same trends as Lys and Arg complexes (Table 1). Importantly, interactions with CysNO can also affect
the properties of His residues, such as pKa, and the ability of His residues to deprotonate or protonate at nearly
neutral pH may play an important role in the catalysis of CysNO reactions in proteins.

CysNO Interactions with Deprotonated Acidic Residues and Dual-Coordination Effects
Negatively charged species (or Lewis bases in general) can be predicted to modulate RSNO electronic structure
in a similar way to Lewis acids (Figure 2) but with inverse effects (Figure 7). Although no stable complexes could
be located with a deprotonated acidic residue model MeCOO– (Chart 1) coordinated at either O or N atoms of
the −SNO group, we located a weak (binding enthalpy −1 kcal/mol) complex with a S-coordinated carboxylic
oxygen in the SNO plane (Figure 6a). This complex is likely stabilized by σ-hole interaction similar to well-studied

halogen bonding.(88) In this complex, formal charge interactions disfavor I with a negatively charged S atom and
favor D that has a positively charged S atom (Figure 7), leading to a moderate D effect with ΔAS = +7 (Table 1).
However, a very strong D effect can be achieved by simultaneous S-coordination of a negatively charged acidic
residue and O-coordination of a positively charged basic residue (Figure 6b). In this case, the effects of the basic
and acidic residues on the −SNO group are essentially additive, as the overall ΔAS = +23 is the same as the sum of
the basic ΔAS = +16 and acidic ΔAS = +7 residue models. Interestingly, Abrams and co-workers recently postulated
that formation of a similar Glu–CysNO–Arg bridge can be involved in conformational changes in apolipoprotein
E3 that play a role in the development of Alzheimer’s disease.(89) However, our computational results highlight
that besides the proposed structural importance of these interactions they also dramatically modify the −SNO
group stability and reactivity, as the strong D effect may prevent denitrosation of CysNO in this and similar
structural motifs in proteins.

Figure 6. Geometries of a complex between Asp/Glu and CysNO models (a) and a CysNO model dual coordinated
by negatively and positively charged residue models (b).

Figure 7. Resonance description of the negatively charged species effect on RSNO electronic structure.

CysNO Interactions with Noncharged Residues
Interactions with noncharged polar protein residues can also modulate the −SNO group electronic structure and
properties. For instance, the neutral acidic residue model MeCOOH can act as a Lewis acid in hydrogen-bonded
complexes with the CysNO model (Figure S8, Supporting Information). The binding energies of the S- and Ocoordinated complexes are similar to the S-coordinated complex of the anionic form (<1.5 kcal/mol, Table 1),
although the N-coordinated complex is stronger (∼3 kcal/mol). The coordination effects are similar to charged
Lewis acid complexes but weaker: ΔAS = +4 for N- and O-coordination, and S-coordination results in ΔAS = −5. We
also found that asparagine Asn and glutamine Gln model MeC(═O)NH2 can form weak (<1 kcal/mol) complexes
with the −SNO group via its −NH2 group. These complexes exhibit the same properties as positively charged
models, although the effect is weaker: complexation energy does not exceed 0.8 kcal/mol, and ΔAS is equal to
−2, +3, and +4 for S-, N-, and O-coordination, respectively.
To conclude, three RSNO complexation modes with Lewis acids, such as protonated basic residues, neutral acidic
residues, and polar residues, and one coordination mode with negatively charged bases, such as ionized acidic
residues, provide a convenient way to control RSNO stability and reactivity in the protein environment.
Complexation can significantly modify the electronic structure of the −SNO group, resulting in
either D or I effects (Figures 2 and 7) that promote the corresponding antagonistic resonance structure and
reduce the other. These effects can be represented by the ΔAS parameter that reflects an increase in either
zwitterionic character of the −SNO group, represented by structure D, or ionic character, represented by
structure I. Good correlations of ΔAS with both RS–N and BDES–N (Figure 8) highlight the interrelation between the
RSNO electronic structure and its geometry and reactivity. Figure 8 also visually represents the variation of the

−SNO group properties in the presence of charged residues: the calculated S–N bond lengths span the 1.65–1.81
Å range, and the S–N bond homolytic dissociation energy can vary by more than 10 kcal/mol. By extension,
other important parameters thermodynamically related to BDES–N, e.g., RSNO redox potential,(4) may
significantly vary depending on the specific interactions of the −SNO group.

Figure 8. Correlation between ΔAS and (a) S–N interatomic distance and (b) S–N bond dissociation energy
(complex with Asp/Glu model is excluded from the correlation).

CysNO Interactions with Charged Residues in an α-Helix Model
Although truncated small-molecule models are useful to establish the effect of charged residue coordination on
the CysNO properties, they may not be representative of the −SNO group interactions in proteins, where residue
positions are constrained by the protein scaffold. Unfortunately, the available experimental structural data on Snitrosated proteins is too scarce to allow a systematic investigation of possible specific interactions involving
CysNO residues. Thus, to gain basic understanding of the role of spatial constraints in the protein environment,
we performed a systematic modeling of all possible specific interactions between a CysNO residue with charged
residues embedded in a short, 18-residue α-helix model with a hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics
(QM/MM) approach. We combinatorially generated a set of initial structures for 30 models with a single charged
residue (Lys, Arg, His, Asp, Glu) and 108 models with one acidic and one basic residue at proximal positions (±1,
±3, ±4) relative to CysNO and optimized their geometries with QM/MM. These calculations yielded 23 structures
with a single charged residue interacting with the −SNO group and 46 structures with CysNO dual coordinated by
a basic and acidic residue.
Due to technical difficulties with the NRT analysis of QM/MM results, the S–N bond length RS–N was used to
characterize the change in the electronic structure of the −SNO group, an approach justified by the truncatedmodel results that show good correlations between RS–N and the weights of D and I resonance structures (Figure
S9, Supporting Information) as well as with the ΔAS parameter (Figure 8). Thus, the RS–N change relative to
unperturbed CysNO, ΔRS–N, can be used as a metric of the D effect (ΔRS–N < 0) or I effect (ΔRS–N > 0).
Most of the calculated α-helical complexes of CysNO with a single basic residue demonstrate a moderate to
strong D effect with −ΔRS–N ≤ 0.1 Å (Table S14, Supporting Information). The magnitude of the D effect for
complexes without significant steric hindrance is comparable to the truncated-residue model complexes
(Figure 9a and 9b), although steric factors significantly affect the complex geometry for a majority of the
complexes, thus decreasing the effect of complexation on the −SNO group. Surprisingly, dual coordination of a
positively charged basic and a negatively charged acidic residue to CysNO within the α-helical scaffold can have a
stronger effect on the −SNO group compared to the truncated-residues model. For example, for a CysNO
complex with Lys and Asp at −1 and +4 positions in an α-helix (Figure 9c) the complexation effect ΔRS–N = −0.17 Å

is significantly stronger compared to the corresponding truncated-residue model for which ΔRS–N = −0.13 Å, both
calculated at the PCM-PBE0/def2-SV(P)+d level; calculations with the larger def2-TZVPPD basis set show a
similar effect with ΔRS–N values of −0.14 and −0.11 Å, respectively. In this α-helical complex (Figure 9c) the
charged groups are located out of the −SNO plane, a nonoptimal orientation for the complex formed by free
small-molecule models (Figure 6b). Thus, steric constraints within the protein environment may amplify the
charged residue effect on the −SNO group.

Figure 9. Complexes of the S-nitrosothiol group incorporated in the α-helix: (a) with Lys at position +3, (b) with
Glu at position −1, and (c) dual-coordinated complex, which shows the strongest effect on the S–N bond. In
uncoordinated CysNO in the α-helix, RS–N = 1.769 Å.
The CysNO S–N bond in α-helical complexes can also be elongated by S-coordination of a basic residue, leading
to the I effect on the −SNO group, although we were able to locate only six of these complexes (Table
S14, Supporting Information, rightmost column).

Ligand Effect Maps (LEMs) for the −SNO Group Interactions with Charged Residues
Calculations of truncated small-molecule and artificial α-helix models revealed a variety of mechanisms that can
modulate −SNO reactivity in proteins. However, finding specific interactions involving −SNO groups in actual
proteins and determining their significance is a much more difficult task, even with good experimental
structures of S-nitrosoproteins at hand. Spatial constraints may prevent charged residues and −SNO groups from
achieving the same orientations as in the corresponding model complexes, which may decrease or increase the
complexation effect on the −SNO electronic structure, as observed in CysNO complexes in model α-helices
(Figure 9c). Detailed QM/MM calculations can be used to determine the extent of charged residue influence on
a CysNO residue in a given protein, but they are too computationally expensive to search for functionally
important −SNO group interactions across a large number of S-nitrosated proteins. Therefore, an efficient
methodology that allows quick assessment of charged residue effects on CysNO without preforming electronic
structure or QM/MM calculations can be very useful for preliminary identification of these interactions.
Analysis of the truncated-model results (Table 1) suggests that the D and I effects of the three protonated basic
residues are identical quantitatively and very similar qualitatively and that the effects of charged basic and acidic
residues are approximately additive. Thus, it should be possible to estimate charged ligand effects on −SNO
groups in protein environment using the results obtained from corresponding truncated models. Here, we
propose to use truncated-model data calculated for a wide range of relative positions of a ligand and −SNO
group to construct three-dimensional ligand effect maps (LEMs) that can be used for quick estimation of

expected charged-residue effect on the −SNO group. LEMs are constructed using a probe molecule as a model of
a charged residue, e.g., NH4+, that is placed at different positions around the C–S–N atoms on a grid (Figure 10a).
For each grid point, a constrained optimization is performed with the probe fixed at its central atom and its
effect on the −SNO group properties is evaluated (Figure 10b). The ligand effects on the −SNO group for
different ligand positions are assembled into LEMs for each property of interest, which can be visualized using
isosurface representation (Figure 11). Construction of LEMs for a given ligand requires a large number (∼2000)
of constrained optimizations, but once a LEM is constructed, it can be used to estimate complexation effects on
a −SNO group from known relative position of the ligand at virtually no computational cost. The procedure used
to construct LEMs is described in detail in the Supporting Information.

Figure 10. Three-dimensional ligand effect maps (LEMs). (a) To construct LEMs, a probe ligand, e.g., NH4+, is fixed
by its central atom L relative to the S atom and the C–S–N plane and the −SNO geometry geometry is relaxed in
the presence of the ligand. Ligand effects on the −SNO group for different ligand positions are assembled into 3dimensional grids of data—LEMs—for various properties (b): each sphere corresponds to a position of the
probe, and the sphere color shows the degree of the effect, e.g., red for positive and blue for negative ΔRS–
N values, as shown. The −SNO group geometry is drawn as in unperturbed MeSNO, although it is different for
each grid point.

Figure 11. Isosurface representations of ligand effect maps (LEMs) for the ΔAS parameter obtained with basic (a)
and acidic (b) residue models as probes. If a probe is placed within the volume encompassed by an isosurface,
the effect on the −SNO group should be equal to or greater than the isosurface cutoff.
We constructed a set of LEMs for several −SNO group properties using the MeSNO model and NH4+ and
MeCOO– probe ligands. Expectedly, isosurface representation of ΔAS LEM obtained with the positively charged
probe has two distinct areas (Figures 11a): one corresponding to the D effect around the O and N atoms of the
−SNO group and one corresponding to I effect around the S atom. The situation is inverse in the case of the
negatively charged probe (Figures 11b). To validate the LEM approach as a predictive tool, we compared the
complexation effects of charged residues obtained from truncated-model and model α-helix results vs
estimations obtained from LEMs. LEM predictions were generated by measuring the position of the ligand’s
charge-bearing N or O atom relative to the C–S–N group (R, α, and θ, Figure 10a) in a complex and taking the
LEM value that corresponds to the same relative coordinates. Good correlations were found between the RS–
N and the ΔAS parameters predicted from LEMs and obtained from the electronic structure calculations
(Figure 12a and 12b) for both small-molecule complexes and α-helix models. High quality of these correlations
(R2 ≈ 0.95), with slopes very close to unity and near-zero intercepts, is especially remarkable considering that in

the case of protonated basic residues the results for Lys, Arg, and His complexes were estimated from LEMs
obtained with NH4+ probe.

Figure 12. Comparison of LEM predictions with PBE0/def2-TZVPPD results: (a) RS–N, Å, (b) ΔAS, and (c) NMR 15N,
ppm (truncated model results, dotted circles; α-helix models, black circles (excluded from correlation analyses)).
LEMs obtained in here can be used to estimate the environment effects on the −SNO groups from the relative
positions of charged residues in modeled or experimental X-ray structures of S-nitrosated proteins. These
specific environment effects cannot be reproduced with standard force-field models and may be too subtle to
discern from standard resolution X-ray structures but still can play an important role in regulating −SNO stability
and reactivity. Using LEMs, these possible interactions can be pinpointed and chosen for more detailed analysis.
Figure 13 shows an example application of the LEM approach to S-nitrosated human thioredoxin-1 X-ray
structure(59) (PDB 2HXK, chain B), where the −SNO group of S-nitrosated Cys69 is within ∼3 Å of the Lys85
Nζ atom. This charge-bearing atom is inside the volume encompassed by a LEM isosurface corresponding to RS–
N ≥ 0.03 Å, which suggests that the CysNO69–Lys85 interaction may warrant further experimental or
computational investigation. Although it is not clear at the moment if this interaction persists in the solution
structure of S-nitrosated thioredoxin and thus has biochemical relevance,(90) this example demonstrates the
utility of LEMs for structural analysis of S-nitrosated proteins.

Figure 13. X-ray structure of human thioredoxin S-nitrosated at Cys69 (PDB 2HXK, chain B) with the MeSNO–
NH4+ LEM describing the basic residue effect on ΔD% applied on the −SNO group. Charge-bearing N atom of
Lys85 is within the LEM isovalue corresponding to a ≥4% increase in D.
Another utility of the LEM approach is that it provides a clear conceptual picture of the charged species effect on
the −SNO group. A positively charged group located in the proximity of the N–O group causes the D effect,

irrespective to specific orientation or coordination (Figure 11a), which is in very good agreement with the
considerations based on the formal charges in the two antagonistic structures (Figure 2). Similarly, a positively
charged ligand near the S atom causes the I effect, irrespective to its relative orientation. Quantitatively, there is
a very robust correlation between the antagonistic resonance structure parameter ΔAS and ΔRS–N for all points
from the MeSNO–NH4+ LEM (Figure 14a). On the other hand, ΔRS–N correlations with the strengths of n(S) →
π*(N–O) π conjugation and n(O) → σ*(S–N) negative hyperconjugation (Figure 1), the orbital interactions behind
the antagonistic resonance structures D and I, are significantly worse (Figure 14b), which suggests a complex
interplay between different orbital interactions in the LA–RSNO complexes. At the same time, antagonistic
resonance structures (Figure 2) provide a clear qualitative and, with the help of NRT analysis, quantitative
picture of the −SNO properties modulation by charged ligands.

Figure 14. MeSNO–NH4+ LEM: correlations between the change in S–N distance ΔRS–N with (a) ΔAS parameter and
(b) the change in n(S) → π*(N–O) π-conjugation energy calculated with the NBO approach.
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N NMR Signatures of Specific Interactions of −SNO Groups and Charged Residues

The computational results presented in this work suggest that specific interactions of −SNO groups with charged
and polar residues in S-nitrosated proteins can play an important role in RSNO biochemistry. Because highresolution X-ray crystallography of S-nitrosated proteins is challenging due to the fragility of the S–N bond in
RSNOs, alternative experimental approaches to identify and study these specific interactions could be very
useful. In this respect, 15N NMR spectroscopy could provide a convenient way of probing the immediate
environment of 15N-labeled −SNO groups in proteins in solution.
15

N NMR spectroscopic techniques have been repeatedly used in RSNO chemistry and biochemisty.(5, 7, 41, 42,
91-94) The 15N chemical shift of the −SNO group is relatively insensitive to substitiuents, e.g., it varies within 5
ppm for various primary RSNOs.(93) At the same time, the −SNO 15N chemical shift is sensitive to the
conformation, with ∼60–70 ppm difference between cis and trans conformers.(41, 42)15N chemical shift
calculations for small-molecule models (Table 1) as well as the corresponding LEMs (Figure 15a) suggest that 15N
NMR can be used in combination with other experimental techniques and computational modeling to identify
and study specific interactions in S-nitrosated proteins. Basic residue O-coordination leads to N atom shielding,
Δδ = 30–40 ppm shift relative to uncoordinated CysNO, while N-coordination results in deshielding with Δδ =
−15 to −30 ppm shift (Table 1). S-Coordination of positively charged basic residues also leads to N atom
deshielding with Δδ = −10 to −20 ppm, but S-coordination of negatively charged acidic residues results in
significant shielding with Δδ > 50 ppm. The 15N Δδ values estimated for truncated-model complexes using LEMs
(Figure 15a) agree well with the calculated values presented in Table 1(Figure 12c). Thus, the LEM approach can
be useful to estimate NMR spectroscopic signatures of specific interactions involving −SNO groups in proteins, as
shown on the example of S-nitrosated Cys94 interaction with Lys133 in S-nitrosated(95) structure of Ca2+binding protein calbindin-D28K modeled with QM/MM (Figure 15b) based on the experimental NMR structure of
non-nitrosated form.(96)

Figure 15. MeSNO–NH4+ LEM for the −SNO group 15N NMR shift relative to uncoordinated CysNO (a) can be
applied to the QM/MM-preoptimized structure of calbindin-D28K with S-nitrosated Cys94 (b, only Δδ = −45
isosurface is shown), which suggests that the predicted interaction with Lys133 may be detected experimentally
using 15N NMR. A model constructed on the basis of the non-nitrosated calbindin-D28K NMR structure
(PDB 2G9B); ONIOM[PBE0/def2-SV(P)+d:Amber] optimization was used to relax the S-nitrosated form.

Conclusions and Outlook
A systematic computational study using truncated-residue model complexes and a short α-helix model
demonstrated that charged and, to a lesser degree, polar residues can strongly affect the electronic structure of
the −SNO group in the protein environment. This modulation of the RSNO electronic structure can be
rationalized using the concept of the antagonism between two of the three −SNO group resonance structures:
zwitterionic D, RS+═N–O–, vs ion-pair I, RS–···NO+ (Scheme 1). Charged residue interactions with opposite formal
charges implied by the antagonistic structures promote one structure and reduce the contribution of another.
This results in significant modification of the −SNO group geometry, stability, and reactivity: either shortening
and strengthening of the S–N bond and increasing electrophilicity of the S atom (D effect) or lengthening and
weakening of the S–N bond and increasing electrophilicity of the N atom (I effect). Computed three-dimensional
ligand effect maps (LEMs) show that modulation of the RSNO properties can be achieved by a variety of relative
orientations of a charged ligand relative to the −SNO group. The LEMs obtained in this work can be used to
estimate the effects of possible specific interactions that may affect CysNO residues using experimental or
computed protein structures. These interactions can be studied experimentally using 15N NMR spectroscopy, as
our calculations show that the chemical shift of the −SNO group N atom is sensitive to complexation with
charged residues.
Ubiquity of RSNOs in biological systems and the effectiveness of the mechanisms available to control the RSNO
reactivity in protein environment suggests that these mechanisms may be involved in a variety of important
biochemical processes. This control may be responsible for selectivity of trans-S-nitrosation reactions,
stabilization or destabilization of certain CysNOs in proteins, catalysis of otherwise unlikely S-thiolation
reactions, etc. Importantly, relatively small rearrangements may be sufficient to switch the reactivity of the
−SNO group, which opens ample opportunities for efficient allosteric control of RSNO reactions. Further
progress in understanding the enzymatic control of RSNO reactivity will depend on combined experimental and
computational identification of specific examples of mechanistically significant specific interactions of −SNO
groups in S-nitrosated proteins. Besides efficient experimental techniques to study these interactions, such
as 15N NMR spectroscopy proposed here, extensive molecular dynamics simulations with reliable force-field
description of the −SNO group will be of great importance in this effort. Optimization of such −SNO force field
based on the extensive computational data obtained in this work is underway.
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